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A QUADRATURE FORMULA
WITH ZEROS OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS AS NODES

GEORGI R. GROZEV AND QAZI I. RAHMAN

Abstract. A quadrature formula for entire functions of exponential type where-

in the nodes are the zeros of the Bessel function of the first kind was recently

obtained by C Frappier and P. Olivier. Here the condition imposed on the

function is relaxed. Some applications of the formula are also given.

1. Introduction and statement of results

If f is an entire function of exponential type 2t>0 belonging to L'(-oo, oo)

then ([3])

where the series is absolutely convergent.

If f belongs to L'(-oo, oo), then so do the functions (f(x)+f(-x))/2 and

(f(x)-f(-x))/2. Since (f(x)-f(-x))/2 is odd, ¡Zof(x)dx is nothing but

J0°°(f(x) + f(-x))dx. Hence (1) may be written as

,n jfwxH/H,,,* - ££(,(Í^)+/(J=¿ÍÍ5)) .

Applying (1) to the function f(z) + f(-z), we see that in this form, the for-

mula is valid even if f(x) + f(-x) belongs to L'[0, oo) without / being in
Lx(—oo, oo).

Let Ja(z) be the Bessel function of the first kind of order a. We shall

denote by 71(a), j2(a), ... , jk(a), ... the zeros of ^f- in the right half-plane
arranged in ascending order of magnitude.

Recently, Frappier and Olivier [4] have proved the following result which we
find very interesting.
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Theorem A. If 9te a > -1, then the quadrature formula

x2a+i(f(x) + f(-x))dxIJo

(2) 2    ^   (Ma))2a    (f(jk(a)\        ,/   Ma)

r2a+2 Eí (JL(h(a))f
f   ̂ F     +/

holds for every entire function f of exponential type 2x such that f(x) =

0(\x\~s),   x ^ ±oo with Ô > 29te a + 2.

Formula (2) reduces to ( 1' ) when a = -j since

-J^T = V*cos(Tz)-

However, in the case a = -\ , formula (2) holds for every entire function /

of exponential type 2t suchthat x2a+1(f(x) + f(-x)) belongs to L'lO.oo).

It is therefore natural to wonder if the same can be said for other values of a

too. We shall show that this is indeed the case if a is real and > -1. To be

precise, we have

Theorem 1. If a > -1, then (2) holds for every entire function f of exponential
type 2x suchthat x2a+1(f(x)+f(-x)) belongs to L'[0, oo). Besides, the series

on the right-hand side of (2) is absolutely convergent.

It may be mentioned that the zeros jx(a), j2(a), ... , jk(a), ... are all real

when a is real and > -1 .

If / is integrable on [ 1, X] for all X > 1 and

lim  ¡X f(x)
X->coJx

lim /   f(x) dx

, dx
'i

exists, then we denote the limit by J,-*00 f(x) dx and say that / is integrable in

the sense of Cauchy on [1, oo). If / is integrable on [Ç, 1] for all £ 6 (0, 1)

and

lim

exists, then we denote the limit by J^Q f(x)dx and say that / is integrable in

the sense of Cauchy on (0, 1]. If / is integrable in the sense of Cauchy on
[1, oo) as well as on (0, 1], then we say that / is integrable (in the sense of

Cauchy) on (0, oo) and denote the integral by
■>oo

f(x) dx .
-0

The question arises if in Theorem 1 it would be enough to assume the func-
tion x2a+l(f(x) + f(-x)) to be integrable in the sense of Cauchy on (0, oo).

The answer is no. Indeed, the function

Ja(rz)Ja+x(rz)
f*(z> = -^Ti->

which was considered in [4, §5.2] serves as a counterexample. This function is

of exponential type 2t and is integrable in the sense of Cauchy on (0, oo) ; the

value of the integral is \ [8, p.406] whereas the right-hand side of (2) is 0.
However, we shall prove the following

L
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Theorem 2. Let a > -1 and f be an entire function of exponential type a < 2x

such that x2a+l(f(x) + f(-x)) is integrable in the sense ofCauchy on (0, oo).

Then

i
xZa+l(f(x) + f(-x))dx

(3) 2    ^   (M*))2a    (ffJk(a)\       f(   Jk(a)
*2a+2 h mua)))1 v\ t )+J\- x

if the series on the right is convergent.

The following result was also proved in [4] to which we refer the reader for

the definition of the nodal function <y.

Theorem B. Let a > -1. Among all quadrature formulae of the form

[Jo
x2a+l(f(x) + f(-x))dx =    £ Afc/X**)

k=—oo

having co as nodal function, only one is valid for all entire functions of exponen-

tial type 2% satisfying f(x) = 0(\x\~s) , x -* ±oo , ô > 2a + 2. This formula
is (2) and the associated nodal function is

„ (x] .=   Um(a))a        Ja(rx)

e{   ]   '       JiUmW) X°(TX - M«))  '

Moreover, coe minimizes the integral
/•OO

/    x2a+l(co2(x) + co2(-x))dx
Jo

over all nodal functions œ .

The proof of Theorem B as given in [4] allows us, in view of Theorem 1, to

state the following

Theorem 3. Theorem B holds if instead of"f(x) - 0(\x\~s) , x -> ±oo , ô >
2a + 2" we assume that x2a+1(f(x) + f(-x)) belongs to Ll[0, oo).

As an application of Theorem 1 we prove

Theorem 4. If f is an entire function of exponential type x such that

(4) \x\a+?f(x)  €  L2(R)

for some a > -1, f«£«

kjíO

where 7_fc(a) = -jk(a) for all k^O.

In the case a = -j, (5) reduces to the following well-known formula of

Plancherel and Pólya ([7, p. 116, formula (52)])

J-°° T k=-oo   v    ZT    J

Here is an obvious corollary of Theorem 4.
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Corollary 1. If f is an entire function of exponential type n such that (4) holds

for some a > -1 and f vanishes at all the points

Jk(a)

n

then f is identically zero.

This result is to be compared with a classical theorem of F. Carlson according

to which, if / is an entire function of exponential type < n and vanishes at

the points « = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , then it is identically zero. We refer the reader

to [2, Chapter 9] for various extentions of Carlson's theorem. It may be noted

that in the above corollary the function is allowed to be of order 1 type n as

long as (4) holds.

Remark 1. The example 4^ shows that the conclusion of the above corollary

may not hold if (4) is not satisfied.

Remark 2. If a function is of exponential type n satisfying (4), then it may not

be identically zero unless it vanishes at all the points ^^ , k = ±\, ±2, ... .

This is shown by the example

(6) f(z) := Ja{nz)
(nz)<*(nz-jn(a))  '

where « 6 {±1, ±2, ±3, ...} .
As a special case of Theorem 4 we have

Corollary 2. If f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, then

*m * ̂wi/j^w''<•-«■'• ••■'•
The inequality is sharp; indeed, it becomes an equality for the function de-

fined in (6).

2. Auxiliary results

Let (j)(t) be a nonnegative, nondecreasing, and convex (nonconcave) function

of logi, with 0(0+) = 0 but <j>(t) not identically zero. Further, let <t>(e~') =

0(t~1/2) as t —> +00. It was proved by Boas [1, Theorem 2] that if / is
regular and of exponential type c in the closed right half-plane such that for

some p > 0 , X > 2,

/Jo

OO

{<t>(\f(x)\")}X dx < oo ,
>0

then for an arbitrary increasing sequence of positive numbers Xq , Xx, X2, ...

with Xk+X - Xk > 2ô > 0 we have

OO ^

k=0

if c' > c . Going through the proof of this result, the reader will notice an ob-

vious misprint in [1, Lemma 4] concerning the assumption "</>(e~') = 0(t~112)
as Í-» +00 ". The conditions imposed on (¡> are clearly satisfied by (¡>(t) = t.
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Given a sequence Xx, X2, Xy, ... such that Xx > 0, Xk+X - Xk > 26 > 0,
and a function / regular and of exponential type in the open right half-plane

we may apply the above result of Boas to the function f(z + jXx) taking

(j>(t) = t , p = \ , A = 3 to obtain

Lemma 1. Let {Xk} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers with Xk+X -

Xk > 20 > 0. If f is regular and of exponential type in the open right

half-plane such that

then

roc

/    \f(x)\ dx < oo ,
Jo

£ l/(¿*)l  < «o
k=\

Hereafter, let

9h{z)
_ /sin«zY

'-\~hz-)

where « > 0 .

Lemma 2. We have

(7)
/OO

\(p'h(x)\ dx <2n.
■OO

Besides, for a > -1 and all y > 0

oo

£ Wh(yJk+\(a)) - <ph(yjk(a))\  <  n .
k=\

Proof. Since <ph  is an entire function of exponential type 2« belonging to
L'(-oo, oo), we have [2, Theorem 11.3.1]

/OO i»O0

\<l>'h(x)\ dx < 2« /    \<ph(x)\ dx = 2n .
-oo J — oo

Further, using the fundamental theorem of integral calculus, we have

rJk-n(a)

E \<Ph(YJk+l(a)) - <Ph(VJk((x))\   =  yY,
k=\ k=\

/•oo

/•v*+iw

/       <p'h(yx) dx
Jjk(a)

r°°
< 5 /     \<P'h(x)\ dx < n.   D

Lemma 3 [5, §2.2]. Let f be regular and of exponential type in the open right

half-plane. If f is integrable in the sense ofCauchy on [1, oo), then f(x) —► 0

as x —> oo, and so f(x) is bounded for x > 1 .

Lemma 4 [5, Lemma 1]. If f is integrable in the sense ofCauchy on [1, oo),

then jr°° <Ph(x)f(x) dx exists for all « > 0 and

r—»OO /»—.00

lim /       tph(x)f(x) dx = f(x) dx
h^OJl Jx

provided f is bounded on [1, oo) .
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Lemma 4 '. If f is integrable in the sense ofCauchy on (0, 1], then

.i

<Ph(x)f(x) dx
i

exists for all h > 0 and

(8) lim /   <ph(x)f(x) dx =   Í   f(x) dx
A-»oy_,o J->o

Proof. For every e > 0, there exists Xe > 0 such that

/(x) dx   < e
j\Jxl

for 0 < Xi < x2 < Xe

Hence, if F(x) := //* /(í)í/í (0 < x < A.), then

(9) \F(x)\ < e       forO<x<Xe .

Let 0 < xx < x2 < Xe. Integration by parts gives

/     <Ph(x)f(x)dx   =   -î»*(JC2)^(JC2)   +   9h(x\)F(xx)   +    /     ^(JC)F(JC)</Jf,
Jx] Jx\

which by virtue of (7) and (9) implies

'*!

(10)
M2

/    <Ph(x)f(x) dx
JX\

< 2(1 + 7t)e ,

i.e., Xi0 ^a(.x)/(x) ¿x exists for all « > 0.

Note that (10) holds for all « and so, using (9), we obtain

/Xe rXe
(ph(x)f(x) dx -   I    f(x) dx

-.0 J->o
< (3 + 2n)e

Since

/  <Ph(x)f(x) dx -       f(x) dx
Jx, Jx.

< e

for all sufficiently small « , we conclude that (8) holds.   D

Remark 3. The above proof differs only in some details from that of Lemma 4

as presented in [5].

Lemma 5. // / satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then the series on the
right-hand side of (2) is absolutely convergent.

Proof. Let

Xk:=-jk(a)      (A: = 1,2,...).

Since j\(a), j2(a), ... , jk(a), ... , are all simple, positive and (see [8, p. 506])

4a2-1

(11)
A(a)-(* + 5a-í)"-ftr(fc+l¿r-i)

(4a2- l)(28a2-31)

3847t3(rC + ia - ¿)3

there exists a positive number S such that Xk+X - Xk > 28 .
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According to hypothesis we have
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/•OO

/    \x\2a+l\f(x) + f(-x)\dx <  00
Jo

and so by Lemma 1

oo    / , \ 2a+l

(12)
gorwHB*)

= E|Afc|2a+1|/(4) + /(-A,)|  < oo.
*;=1

Now we recall the formula ( [9, p. 368], [6, p. 198 (Lemma 14)])

It follows from (11) that for all large k

|sin (a(a) -

So, if k is sufficiently large (say k > Kx ), then

00

a?t      11

T~ 4 vT

(13)

>
y/2y/njk(a)

and

(Ma)) 2a

(JaUk(<*))Y

<  2^(A(a))2a+1 /(^))+/(_AM)

Besides, /¿(AC0)) / 0 for all k since the positive zeros of Ja are all simple.

Hence, in view of (12), the lemma holds.   D

3. Proofs of the theorems

Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality we may assume x = n . Then

y,e(z):=<pe(z).(f(z) + f(-z))       (e > 0)

is an even entire function of exponential type 2(n + e) .

The function z2a+i(f(z) + f(-z)) is regular and of exponential type in

9te z > 0 . Besides, according to our assumption, it belongs to L'[0, oo) and
so by Lemma 3

|2a+l \f(x) + f(-x)\ -> 0        as x-oo.
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Hence,
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-(2a+l)\
°( X\ as x —» ±00,|/(x) + /(-x)|

which implies that

|^e(x)| = o(|xr(2Q+3>)        as x^±oo.

Thus the function y/e(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem A with 2(n + e)
instead of 2t . We therefore have

_2_y>    Uk(a))2a      -     (M*)\/•oo

(14)    /    x2a+1(2ye(x)) dx =
Jo (7T + £)2 k=\ (JaUk(<*)))2

Next we show that for each 6 > 0 there exists K0 such that

(15) (it + e)2a+2
f^     (A(g))2"   w (Jk(<*)\
¿o (JäJk(a)))2^\n + eJ

< Ô

if e e [0, j] .  In view of (11) we can choose an integer K2 such that for

e€[0,i] ,

(16) ——Uk+l(a) - Jk(a))  >  x        for k > K2 .
K + e z

Let -F(x) := x2q+1(/(x) + /(-x)) and 4 (1 < fc < oo) be the smallest number

in [k- j, k + ^] such that

\F(Çk)\ =       max     |F(x)| .

The points c;k which lie in [k-\,k) form a subsequence {¿;'n} and those which

lie in [k, k + j] form another subsequence {¿^'} . Obviously £'n+x - $'n > \

and <¡^'+1 - Q > 5 and so by Lemma 1
oo oo

¿2\F(0\  <  oo   ,    £|FO  <  oo.
n=l /1=1

As such,

E 1^(4)1   <   oo   .
k=\

Therefore there exists Kq > max{Kx, K2} such that

8   £   |F(4)| < S
k=[$K0]

By (13),

(n + e)2a+2

V    (AW)2"     „ fA(a)\
^ (^(A(«)))2'^U + e7

k=Ka

<
4n

(n + e)

A (a)

Ti + e

2a+l

f(Jk(<*)\  ,   f/_AW\

4tt    y>  F fA(c*A
n + e f-^ J   \tt + e/
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Because of (16), intervals of the form [k - j, k + ¿] can contain at most two

points of the sequence I ^^ |        . Hence,

4n    *-

n + e
k=K0

k>K2

Jk(a)

il + e
< 4x2   £   \F£k)\ < S

fc-tfüy

i.e., (15) holds.
It is clear that as e —» 0 the function

\2a+2 V*(z">    tends to
1

2a+2 (f(z) + f(-z))
(ic + e)2"-^ ■ " it

uniformly on all compact subsets of C . Hence, for any 8 > 0 and any K e

there exists a positive eo depending on ô and K such that

-      K

(17)

la
¿    y>    Uk(a))

n2a+2 h (JaUk(a)))2
f m+'i-m)

(Ma))
(n + e)2a+2

E\Jk\
(J'fi

2q

k=\
(J¿Uk(a)))2We

hip)
n + e

< Ô

if e e [0, e0].
Now let

/•OO

1(f) •=   /    x2a+1(/(x) + /(-x))¿x
Jo

and

Then

Qr
,m._      2    ^    (M«))2"    (f(Jk(a)\        f(   Jk(a)\\
t(/) •" ̂ hvu^vv^)   fv~))

\I(f)~Qn(f)\ = \I(f) + l(K)-I(y/e)-Q„(f)\

<   \I(f)-I(V.)\   +   \Qn(f)-I(Ve)\
=   \I(f)-I(We)\   +   \QAf)-Qn+e(Ve)\  ,

where in the last step we have used (14). By Lemmas 3, 4 and 4', for each
S > 0 there exists ei > 0 such that

\I(f)-I(We)\  < o        for0<e<e, .

Further, by (15), (17) and Lemma 5 we conclude that

\Qn(f) - Qn+Ml   <   3¿

for all e e (0, min{en, j}) . Hence, for e e (0, min{eo, \, ex}) we have

\I(f)~Qn(f)\   <   40.

Since ô is an arbitrary positive number, we must have /(/) = Qn(f) • This
completes the proof of Theorem 1, since the absolute convergence of the series
on the right-hand side of (2) has already been proved in Lemma 5.   D

Proof of Theorem 2. The function

¥e(z) := <pe(z)(f(z) + f(-z))
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satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 for all e e (0, x-\ ) and therefore I(y/e) =

Qx(y/E). From Lemmas 3, 4 and 4' it follows that

/—»OO /•—»oo
x2a+ly/e(x)dx —♦   /      x2a+1(/(*) + /(-x))rfx       ase^O.

-.0 ^-»0

Let ô be an arbitrary positive number and choose the smallest N¿ such that

\2«EUk{
i tu i

(M*)Y

\k% (JMk(a))Y

for all « > Ng . Setting

/(^)+/(-M^)) < ô

ç    ._   y*     Uk(c*))2a     (f(Jk(<*)\ f(   M*)
"^^m¥n~ ) + f{-—

we see that for n > Ns we have

y     (Ma))2°   ,„  /0*(«)
¿^   (Ti(i,An\W2Ve

k=N¡
(Ja(Jk(a)))2

*))2q ̂fA(Q)V/YA(Q)N) + /^

<

E —
n-l

■-5*

*=%

<   (1   +   7t)r5

by Lemma 2. Therefore,

V   (A(«))2a  „. (M«)\

¿¿^JaUkiaW^K      X      )
<  (1 + n)S .

The remainder of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1.   D

Proof of Theorem 4. If / satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, then applying

Theorem 1 to the function f(z)f(-z), we get

(18)

y»00 _

/    x2o+lXe(f(x)f(-x)) dx
Jo

where the series on the right-hand side of (18) is absolutely convergent.
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Again, formula (2) applied to the function (f(z) + f(-z))(f(z) + f(-z))
gives

(•00

fJo
x2a+l\f(x)+f(-x)\2dx

Uk(<*))
2n

r2a+2
ti (J-'a(JM))Y

/(^)+/(-^)

Now writing |/(x) + /(-x)|2 as |/(x)|2 + |/(-x)|2 + 2Xe(f(x)f(-x)) and

as

/
A (a)

+

and using (18), we obtain

J°° *2a+1(l/(*)|2 + l/(-*)|2) dx

2    y    (AW)2"    ( f(Jk(a)\2 ,(   M<*)\
'   ^2a+2 h UiUk(a)))2 [ J \    T    )     +   J{      x   )M (JL(Jk(<*)))

which is equivalent to (5).   D
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